




IN CASE OF AN EMERGENCY CALL 9 1 1
BE SURE TO GIVE YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS, AS WELL AS THE NATURE OF
YOUR EMERGENCY; DO NOT HANG UP UNTIL YOU ARE INSTRUCTED TO.
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The 2004 Town Report is dedicated to Marion K. Merrill. We would all be hard pressed to
keep up with this energetic citizen. It is with nnuch gratitude for her contributions to this
community that we praise this woman for her dedication to the many facets of life in
Ashland.
> Town Clerk for over 20 years
> Member - Ashland Beautification Committee
Planted trees along the ballpark - Campaigned to fix up town properties
Assisted the Chamber of Commerce on planting of lilacs at Exit 24
> Member - Squam River Covered Bridge Committee
Responded to Pauline Calley's call to initiate the possibility of a covered
bridge over Squam River;
Co-Chaired this committee - prepared materials for fundraising, solicited
funds, worked with snowmobilers to preserve the bridge flooring;
Worked on Polly's garden at the bridge
> Member - Ashland Historical Society
Solicited signatures to preserve historic school - Worked on fundraisers
Most effective seller of tickets for events
Tour guide and lector at the Whipple House Museum
> Member - Ashland Woman's Club and Ashland Rebekahs
Served as president of these clubs - Served on state committees
Worked on community events
> Memorial Park Trustee
Conducted bike-a-thons for over 20 years
Raised funds for the Memorial Park Trust Fund
Expanded the park by processing purchase of land
Initiated the official establishment of the Memorial Park Trust Fund and the
Memorial Park Trustees
Currently is Chairman of the Trustees for Park maintenance and
development keeping abreast of the issues concerning the maintenance
of the dam and pond
Marion is an Ashland native, a graduate of Ashland High School and Plymouth Normal
School in 1936. She is the mother of four sons. Marion partnered with her husband in the
insurance business, which she continued after his death. Marion also established a real
estate business promoting Ashland properties.
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WE REMEMBER.
I'd like the memory of me
to be a happy one,
I'd like to leave an afterglow
of smiles when life is done,
I'd like to leave an echo
whispering softly down the ways,
of happy times and laughing
times and bright and sunny days.
I'd like the tears of those who
grieve, to dry before the sun
of happy memories that I leave when life is done
WITH FOND MEMORIES WE REMEMBER THE CITIZENS WE
HAVE LOST THIS YEAR
John Tappan Gloria Taylor
Margery Roby Amanda Hackett
Dorothy Brown Stanley Lamond
Harold Baker Christine Avery
Susan Simoneau Howard Bilodeau
Florence Chaisson Herman Keniston
Gaye Diehm Eileen Bersuch
Roland Morrell William Turner
Leon Lambert
BOARDS AND OFFICIALS - 2004
BOARD OF SELECTMEN
GERARD CHOUINARD (2005) A. CAROLINE GOSSE (2006) DANIEL GOLDEN (2007)
ROBERT G. MOORE (2007) DOROTHEE CROFTON (2005- RESIGNED)


















EDWARD DUPUIS (2006) RICHARD OGDEN (2005) RICHARD PARE (2007)
LIBRARY TRUSTEES (ELECTED)
JULIA SMITH (2005) JILL MUDGEH (2006) ALICE STAPLES (2007)
SUPERVISORS OF THE CHECKLIST (ELECTED)
BEVERLY OBER (2006) DOUGLAS OBER (2008) MARYANN REINHOLZ (2010)
HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
ROAD AGENT MARK OBER- TIMOTHY PAQUEHE- PAIGE MORRILL
DANIEL THOMPSON - TRANSFER/RECYCLING CENTER - JOHN CAMPBELL





CHIEF JOSEPH CHIVELL II - LT. DONALD MARREN- SGT JOSEPH MCCOMISKEY
OFFICER EDWARD SAMSON III (RESIGNED) - OFFICER ADAM GLEESON
OFFICER MICHAEL BROWN (RESIGNED) - OFFICER DANIEL HAMILTON




FRANK STEVENS (2005) - JEFFREY BELYEA (RESIGNED) - ROBERT BOYLE (2005)
GORDON MCCORMACK JR (2005) -TRACY BLANCHARD (RESIGNED)
ROBERT MOORE (SELECTMEN EX-OFFICIO) - DONALD PORELL (RESIGNED)
DON LATULIPPE (2005) - RICHARD BAGGE (2007)
ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT (APPOINTED)
MARK HORMELL (2005) JAMES ALBA (RESIGNED) MICHAEL LEMBO (2007) ELAINE ALLARD (2007)
BRIAN MORIARTY (2007) FRANK MURDOCK (2007) ERNEST OILMAN (2007)
PAUL BRADBURY (ALTERNATE)
PEMI BAKER SOLD WASTE DISTRICT REP
MARK OBER
HOUSING STANDARDS BOARD
ELAINE HUGHES (2005) GREG BAVIS (2005) ELLISON BADGER (2005)






DANIEL GOLDEN (RESIGNED) SAMUEL NORMAN (2006) THOMAS PETERS (2005)
CONSERVATION COMMISSION
RUTH KNAPP (2005) DANIEL GOLDEN (RESIGNED) GORDON VIHUM (2006)
JAMES GROVER (2005) ANNE ALLEN (2005)
LAKES REGION PLANNING COMMISSION REP
FRANK STEVENS
BUDGET COMMinEE (ELECTED)
DAVID RUELL (2007) ROBIN FISK (2007) GLENN DION (2007) JAMES COLE (2007)
KENDALL B. HUGHES (2006) JOHN C. HUGHES (2006) JOANNE SULLIVAN (RESIGhED)
KENDALL L. HUGHES (APPOINTED-2005) JAMES GOSSE (2006) SANDRA COLEMAN (2005)
DANIEL SULLIVAN (2005) ANN MARIE REEVER (2005) HELEN KNOWLTON (SCHOOL BOARD REP)
DANIEL GOLDEN (SELECTMEN REP)
HEALTH OFFICER (APPOINTED)
CARLETON ABEAR (RESIGNED) RUSSELL CROSS JR. (DEPUTY/APPOINTED HEALTH OFFICER)
FIRE DEPARTMENT OFFICERS (APPOINTED)
N. scon WEDEN, CHIEF (RESIGNED) THOMAS STEWART, CHIEF (APPOINTED)
DEPUTY CHIEF DAVID PAQUEHE (RESIGNED)
DEPUTY CHIEF CHARLES FOUTS (APPPOINTED) DEPUTY CHIEF BRADLEY OBER (APPOINTED)
ELECTRIC DEPARTMENT
SUPERINTENDENT LEE V. NICHOLS - NATHAN TATE (RESIGNED)- GORDON "JOE" VIHUM
OFFICER MANAGER LINDA PACK- PATRICIA FLIGG
ELECTRIC DEPARTMENT COMMISSIONERS (ELECTED)
ERNEST HUHER (2007) MELVIN HOLLAND (2006) RAYMOND KNOWLTON (2005)
WATER/SEWER DEPARTMENT
AQUARION SERVICES
PLANT MANAGER RUSSELL CROSS JR- RICK NOBLEY
OFFICE- KAY MUDGEH
WATER/SEWER COMMISSIONERS (ELECTED)
ERNEST PAQUEHE (2007) DANIEL GOLDEN (2006) ROBERT BOYLE (2005)
BUILDING INSPECTOR DEPARTMENT (APPOINTED)
ROBERT HICKS, BUILDING INSPECTOR - FRANK MURDOCK, ELECTRICAL INSPECTOR
JERRY BRIDGHAM, PLUMBING INSPECTOR
HISTORIC COMMISSION (APPOINTED)
ROBERT HICKS (2005) CLAIRE HICKS (2005)
MEMORIAL PARK TRUSTEES (APPOINTED)
MARY RUELL (2006) MARION MERRILL (2006) ERNEST hUHER (2005) PHILIP PRESTON (2005)
SAFETY COMMITTEE (APPOINTED)
PAIGE MORRILL (2006) BRAD OBER (2006) ANNE ABEAR (RESIGNED)
DONALD MARREN (2005) TIMOTHY PAQUEHE (2005) LAURA PLUMMER (2006)
PEMI BAKER HOME HEALTH AGENCY
MARY RUELL
PARKS AND RECREATION COMMinEE (APPOINTED)
KATIE BURGESS - JERRY CHOUINARD - LORI GUSHING - JAMES GOSSE
HELEN KNOWLTON - AMY MORIARTY- BARBARA SHARROW






To the inhabitants of the Town of Ashland in the County of Grafton in said State, qualified to Vote
in Town Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Ashland Public School Gymnasium in said Town on
Saturday, January 31 , 2004 at 1 :00 p.m. to act upon the following articles. Vote by official ballot
will take place on March 9, 2004 at the School Gymnasium. Polls will be open from 9:00 a.m.
and will close no earlier than 7:00 p.m.
Moderator Glenn Dion called the Deliberative Session to order at 1:00 PM. The meeting started
with a presentation to Mary Ruell. It was announced that the 2003 Town Report was dedicated to
her. Patricia Tucker read the Memorial page of the Town Report.
Article 1 :
To choose all of the following officers for the year ensuing:
(2)
TOWN OF ASHLAND - DELIBERATIVE SESSION
January 31 , 2004 - PAGE 2
Question 3:
To see what action the town will take on the following proposed amendment to the town's zoning
ordinance.
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #3 to the Ashland Zoning Ordinance as proposed
by the Planning Board to clarify Article 2.4a? This article clarifies the definitions of Soils & Slopes
Table and clarifies the necessity for state permits. (Majority Vote Required)
Question 4:
To see if the town will vote to accept the zoning ordinance for Yard, Garage, Barn Sales and
Auctions:
Article 4 Special Provisions
4.8 Yard; Garage, & Barn Sales are permitted in all districts without permit, but only after
notification to the Town Office. No such sale or auction may run for more than four consecutive
(4) days.
Signage: There are no sign permits required for yard, garage, barn sales, or auctions, however,
all signs must be removed within 24 hours of ending the sale. All signs must contain name,
address, and telephone number of the sale's host, as well as the date (s) of the sale.
Signs are not permitted on utility poles, or within the public right-of-way. Failure to comply may
result in a fine being levied of not more than $275 a day from date of ordinance violation (RSA
676:17). (Majority Vote Required)
ARTICLE 2 WAS READ AND DISCUSSED, THESE ZONING QUESTIONS WILL APPEAR ON
THE BALLOT AS WRITTEN.
Article 3:
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of one hundred eight thousand three
hundred dollars ($108,300) to purchase a 2004 Highway Truck and authorize the withdrawal of
fifty -four thousand dollars ($54,000) plus interest to date from the Highway Truck Capital
Reserve Fund and discontinue this fund for this purpose, with the balance of fifty-four thousand
three hundred dollars ($54,300) to come from the town's December 31 , 2003 fund balance. No
amount to be raised from new taxation for this article. The Board of Selectmen recommend this
article. The Budget Committee does recommend this article.
IT WAS MOVED BY AMY MORIARTY, SECONDED BY EDWARD DUPUIS TO ADD "TO SELL
OR TRADE IN THE OLD TRUCK TO HELP OFFSET THE COST OF THE NEW TRUCK". THIS
AMENDMENT PASSED BY VOICE VOTE.
ARTICLE WILL APPEAR ON BALLOT AS AMENDED.
TOWN OF ASHLAND - DELIBERATIVE SESSION
January 31 , 2004 - PAGE 3
Article 4:
To see if the Town will vote to establish a Capital Reserve Fund for the purpose of purchasing a
new Highway Truck. And to remove the sum of $5,000.00 from the December 31 , 2003 surplus,
monies already raised by previous taxation but not yet spent. Warrant article submitted by
petition of 25 voters of the town of Ashland. Monies are to come out of the $463,000.00 surplus
as of December 31 , 2003. The Board of Selectmen recommend this article. The Budget
Committee does recommend this article.
THE FOLLOWING AMENDMENT WAS MADE BY NEALE BAVIS, SECONDED BY CAROLINE
GOSSE TO HAVE THE ARTICLE READ AS FOLLOWS:
TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO CREATE A HIGHWAY TRUCK CAPITAL RESERVE
FUND AND TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE SUM OF FIVE THOUSAND DOLLARS
($5000.00) TO BE PLACED IN SAID FUND, SAID MONEY TO COME FROM THE 2003
UNEXPENDED FUND BALANCE. NO AMOUNT TO BE RAISED FROM NEW TAXATION FOR
THIS ARTICLE.
IT WAS MOVED BY MARK OBER, SECONDED BY DOUGLAS OBER TO AMEND THE
AMENDMENT TO CHANGE FIVE THOUSAND ($5000.00) TO TWENTY FIVE THOUSAND
DOLLARS ($25,000.00)
THIS AMENDMENT PASS BY HAND VOTE AND THE ARTICLE WILL APPEAR ON THE
BALLOT AS AMENDED.
Article 5:
To see if the Town will vote to establish a Capital Reserve Fund for the purpose of purchasing a
new Fire Truck. And to remove the sum of $50,000.00 from the December 31 , 2003 surplus,
monies already raised by previous taxation but not yet spent. Warrant article submitted by
petition of 25 voters of the town of Ashland. Monies are to come out of the $463,000.00 surplus
as of December 31 , 2003. The Board of Selectmen recommend this article. The Budget
Committee does recommend this article.
IT WAS MOVED BY NEALE BAVIS, SECONDED BY GERARD CHOUINARD TO AMEND
ARTICLE 5 TO READ AS FOLLOWS:
TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO CREATE A FIRE TRUCK CAPITAL RESERVE FUND
AND TO RAISE AND APROPRIATE THE SUM OF FIFTY THOUSAND ($50,000.00) TO BE
PLACED IN SAID FUND, SAID MONEY TO COME FROM THE 2003 UNEXPENDED FUND
BALANCE. NO AMOUNT TO BE RAISED FROM NEW TAXATION FOR THIS ARTICLE.
THIS AMENDMENT PASSED BY VOICE VOTE AND WILL APPEAR ON THE BALLOT AS
AMENDED.
TOWN OF ASHLAND - DELIBERATIVE SESSION
January 31, 2004 - PAGE 4
Article 6:
To see if the Town will vote to rescind the balance of $178,000 from the borrowing authority
granted by Article #3 at the 1 996 Town Meeting for the closure of the sanitary landfill. The Board
of Selectmen recommend this article. The Budget Committee recommend this article.
THIS ARTICLE WAS READ AND WILL APPEAR ON THE BALLOT AS WRITTEN.
Article 7:
To see if the Town will vote to discontinue the existing Ice Skating Rink Capital Reserve Fund
and to transfer the funds in the amount of $5,794.85 plus interest to date into the Town's General
Fund. The Board of Selectmen recommend this article. The Budget Committee does
recommend this article.
THIS ARTICLE WAS READ AND WILL APPEAR ON THE BALLOT AS WRITTEN.
Article 8:
To see if the Town will raise and appropriate the sum of $5,794.85 for the construction of a new
skating rink at the ballpark. These funds to come from the town's December 31 , 2003 fund
balance. No amount to be raised from new taxation for this article. The Board of Selectmen
recommend this article. The Budget Committee does recommend this article.
THIS ARTICLE WAS READ AND WILL APPEAR ON THE BALLOT AS WRITTEN.
Article 9:
To see if the Town will vote to create a capital reserve fund under the provisions of RSA 35:1 to
be known as the Sidewalk Fund and to designate the Board of Selectmen as agents to expend
for the purpose of placing a sidewalk from the Ashland Mobil along Main Street to Ashland
Lumber Company along West Street and further to raise and appropriate the sum of sixteen
thousand dollars ($16,000) to be placed in said fund and to authorize the use of the December
31, 2003 fund balance in that amount for this purpose with no amount to be raised from taxation.
The Board of Selectmen recommend this article. The Budget Committee does not recommend
this article.
IT WAS MOVED BY RICK PARE, SECONDED BY DANIEL GOLDEN TO AMEND THE
DOLLAR AMOUNT FROM $16,000 TO $1.00.
THIS AMENDMENT FAILED TO PASS BY HAND VOTE.
THE ARTCLE WILL APPEAR ON THE BALLOT AS WRITTEN.
TOWN OF ASHLAND - DELIBERATIVE SESSION
January 31 , 2004 - PAGE 5
Article 10:
To see if the Town will vote to establish a Capital Reserve Fund under the provisions of RSA 35:1
for the purpose of repairing West Street and to designate the Board of Selectmen as agents to
expend and to raise and appropriate the sum of thirty thousand dollars ($30,000) to be placed
into said fund. The Board of Selectmen recommend this article. The Budget Committee
recommend this article.
THE ARTICLE WAS READ AND WILL APPEAR ON THE BALLOT AS WRITTEN.
Article 11:
To see if the Town will vote to establish a Capital Reserve Fund under the provisions of RSA 35:1
for the purpose of repairing the River Street Bridge over Squam River and to designate the Board
of Selectmen as agents to expend and to raise and appropriate the sum of thirty thousand dollars
($30,000) to be placed into said fund. The Board of Selectmen recommend this article. The
Budget Committee recommend this article. The Budget Committee does recommend this article.
IT WAS MOVED BY TERRY FOUTS, SECONDED BY ROBERT MOORE TO ADD AFTER
SAID FUND, " SAID MONIES ARE TO COME FROM THE 2003 UNEXPENDED FUND
BALANCE. NO AMOUNT TO BE RAISED FROM NEW TAXATION FOR THIS ARTICLE".
THE AMENDMENT PASSED BY VOICE VOTE. THE ARTICLE AS AMENDED WILL APPEAR
ON THE BALLOT
Article 12:
Shall the Town of Ashland raise and appropriate as an operating budget not including
appropriations by special warrant articles and other appropriations voted separately, the amount
set forth on the budget posted with the warrant or as amended by vote of the first session, for the
purposes set forth therein, totaling $4,877,422? Should this article be defeated, the operating
budget shall be $5,013,698 which is the same as last year, with certain adjustments required by
previous action of the Town of Ashland or by law; the governing body may hold one special
meeting, in accordance with RSA 40:13, X and XVI to take up the issue of a revised operating
budget only. Recommended by the Budget Committee. (Majority Vote Required).
IT WAS MOVED BY LEE NICHOLS AND SECONDED TO RESTORE $2,499 TO THE SEWER
BUDGET, $2,499 TO THE WATER BUDGET AND $5,499 TO THE ELECTRIC BUDGET TO
THE RESPECTIVE BOTTOM LINES. THESE MONIES TO COVER THE AUDITOR FEES.
THIS MOTION AND SECOND WAS RECINDED.
IT WAS MOVED BY LEE NICHOLS, SECONDED BY KAREN NICHOLS TO CHANGE THE
TOTAL APPROPRIATION TO BE RAISED FROM $4,877,422 TO $4,887,919.
THIS AMENDMENT PASSED BY VOICE VOTE AND THE ARTICLE WILL APPEAR ON THE
BALLOT AS AMENDED.
TOWN OF ASHLAND- DELIBERATIVE SESSION
January 31 , 2004 - PAGE 6
Article 13:
Are you in favor of changing the term of the town treasurer from one year to 3 years, beginning
with the term of the town treasurer to be elected at next year's (2005) regular town meeting?
THIS ARTICLE WAS READ AND WILL APPEAR ON THE BALLOT AS WRITTEN.
Article 14:
Will the Town vote to continue 24-hour police coverage? Non-binding Article.
THIS ARTICLE WAS READ AND WILL APPEAR ON THE BALLOT AS WRITTEN.
Article 15:
To see if the Town will vote to accept the reports of its Boards, Commissioners, Committees and
Officers for the year 2003 subject to corrections of errors when and if found. (Majority Vote
Required).
THIS ARTICLE WAS READ AND WILL APPEAR ON THE BALLOT AS WRITTEN.
Article 16:
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the prepayment of property taxes and authorize the Tax
Collector to accept such prepayment as provided by RSA 80:52-a. (Majority Vote Required)
THIS ARTICLE WAS READ AND WILL APPEAR ON THE BALLOT AS WRITTEN.
Article 17:
To see if the Town will vote to accept the amended Town Ordinance related to Dogs and other
Domestic Animals.
THIS ARTICLE WAS READ AND WILL APPEAR ON THE BALLOT AS WRITTEN.
Article 18:
To transact any other business that may legally come before said meeting.
At this time Selectman Caroline Gosse recognized Neale Bavis for his service to the town
as a member of the Board of Selectmen.
An announcement of the Meet the Candidates night to be held on Feb 9, 2003 at 7PM in
the School Cafeteria was made by Moderator Glenn Dion.
The meeting was adjourned at 3:55 PM.
Patricia Tucker, Ashland Town Clerk
January 31 , 2004
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TOWN OF ASHLAND, NEW HAMPSHIRE
OFFICIAL BALLOTING
MARCH 9, 2004
In accordance with the legally posted warrant, the polls were
open by Moderator Glenn Dion at 9 AM. It was announced
that the absentee ballots would be cast at 1 PM and the polls
would not closed before 7 PM.
Election officials present were Moderator Glenn Dion, Town
Clerk Patricia Tucker, Selectman Gerard Chouinard,
Selectman Caroline Gosse, Selectman Neaie Bavis,
Supervisors of the Checklist Douglas Ober, Beverly Ober,
Mary Ann Reinholz, Ballot Clerks Margaret Duguay,
Josephine Brown, David Ruell, Eleanor Lyford.
The following ballot counters were sworn in by Town Clerk
Patricia Tucker- Anne Abear, Neale Bavis, Linda Guyotte,
Helen Knowlton.
Number of Registered Voters








BALLOT 1 OF 2
TOWN CLERK
INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTERS
A. TO VOTE, completely till in the OVAL to the RIGHT of your choice (s) like this: •
B. Follow directions as to the number of candidates to be marked for each office.
C. To vote for a person whose name is not printed on the ballot, write the candidate's name on





DANIEL P. GOLDEN 3 1 O





















































LINDA D. GUYOTTE 34 5 O
(Write-in) O







ROBIN J. PISK 261










BRIAN MORIARTY 109 O




To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of one hundred eight thousand three hundred dol-
lars ($108,300) to purchase a 2004 Highway Truck and authorize the withdrawal of fifty -four thousand dollars
($54,000) plus interest to date from the Highway Truck Capital Reserve Fund and discontinue this fund for this
purpose, with the balance of fifty-four thousand three hundred dollars ($54,300) to come from the town's
December 31 , 2003 fund balance. To sell or trade in the old truck to help offset the cost of the new truck. No
amount to be raised from new taxation for this article. The Board of Selectmen recommend this article. The




To see it the Town will vote to create a Highway Truck Capital Reserve Fund and to raise and appropriate the YES €? —
sum of Twenty-five Thousand Dollars ($25,000) to be placed in said fund, said money to come from the 2003 . ,_ ^-^
unexpended fund balance. No amount to be raised from new taxation for this article. The Board of Selectmen ^^ ~
recommend this article. The Budget Committee does recommend this article.








To see if the Town will vote to create a Fire Truck Capital Reserve Fund and to raise and appropriate the sum
of Fifty Thousand ($50,000) to be placed In said fund, said money to come from tfie2003 unexpended fund bal-
ance. No amount to be raised from new taxation for this article.The Board of Selectmen recommend this arti-








To see if the Town will vote to rescind the balance of $178,000 from the borrowing authority granted by Article
#3 at the 1996 Town ti/leeting for the closure of the sanitary landfill. The Board of Selectmen recommend this




To see if the Tow/n will vote to discontinue the existing Ice Skating Rink Capital Reserve Fund and to transfer
the funds in the amount of $5,794.85 plus interest to date into the Town's General Fund. The Board of NQ-©-




To see if the Town will raise and appropriate the sum of $5,794.85 for the construction of a new skating rink at YES-(E)-
the ballpark. These funds to come from the town's December 31 , 2003 fund balance. No amount to be raised





To see if the Town will vote to create a capital reserve fund under the provisions of RSA 35:1 to be known as
the Sidewalk Fund and to designate the Board of Selectmen as agents to expend for the purpose of placing a
sidewalk from the Ashland Ivlobil along l^lain Street to Ashland Lumt>er Company along West Street and further
to raise and appropriate the sum of sixteen thousand dollars ($16,000) to be placed in said fund and to author-
ize the use of the December 31 , 2003 fund balance in that amount for this purpose with no amount to be raised







To see if the Town will vote to establish a Capital Reserve Fund under the provisions of RSA 35:1 for the pur-
pose of repairing West Street and to designate the Board of Selectmen as agents to expend and to raise and
appropriate the sum of thirty thousand dollars ($30,000) to be placed into said fund. The Board of Selectmen NO -G'—




To see if the Town will vote to establish a Capital Reserve Fund under the provisions of RSA 35:1 for the pur-
pose of repairing the River Street Bridge over Squam River and to designate the Board of Selectmen as agents
to expend and to raise and appropriate the sum of thirty thousand dollars ($30,000) to be placed into said fund.
Said monies are to come from the 2003 unexpended fund balance. No amount to be raised from new taxation







Shall the Town of Ashland raise and appropriate as an operating budget not including appropriations by special
warrant articles and other appropriations voted separately, the amount set forth on the budget posted with the
warrant or as amended by vote of the first session, for the purposes set forth therein, totaling $4,887,919?
Should this article be defeated, the operating budget shall be $5,013,698 which is the same as last year, with
certain adjustments required by previous action of the Town of Ashland or by law; the governing body may hold
one special meeting, in accordance with RSA 40:1 3, X and XVI to take up the issue of a revised operating budg-






Are you in favor of changing the temn of the town treasurer from one year to 3 years, beginning with the temi of












To see if the Town will vote to accept the reports of Its Boards, Commissioners, Committees and Officers for the


















To see if the Town will vote to authorize the prepayment of property taxes and authorize the Tax Collector to jyjQ .f^-
accept such prepayment as provided by RSA 80:52-a. (Majority Vote Required)
Article 17:
YES-Q-








MIRIAM E. BROWN 202 O
RICHARD N. BURGESS JR. 1 g7

























PEMI-BAKER REGIONAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
MODERATOR
(1 -Year Term) \A3te for not more than one




(3-Year Term) Vote tor not more than one




(3-Year Tenm) State for not more than one




(3-Year Term) Vote fcx not more than one







PROPOSED ZONING ORDINANCE CHANGES
ASHLAND, NEW HAMPSHIRE Q^x^ OLu--
MARCH 9, 2004 town clerk
INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTERS




Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #1 to the Ashland Zoning Ordinance as proposed by the
Planning Board to clarify Article 4.7, Bed & Breakfast? The amendment increases the required parking, estab- ^n^
lishes specifications for signage and lighting, and clarifies the necessity for state permits. (Majority Vote YES z3
Required) NO 09
Question 2:
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #2 to the Ashland Zoning Ordinance as proposed by the
Planning Board to clarify Article 4.6? This article clarifies the definition of Home Occupation and establishes YES Q
specifications for advertising, signage, storage of goods and parking. It also permits certain home occupations 1^^
by special exception when they do not meet all specifications. (Majority Vote Required) NO O
155
Question 3:
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #3 to the Ashland Zoning Ordinance as proposed by the
Planning Board to clarify Article 2.4a? This article clarifies the definitions of Soils & Slopes Table and clarifies YES Q
the necessity for state permits. (Majority Vote Required) Mo^r^^ 133
Question 4:
To see if the town will vote to accept the zoning ordinance for Yard, Garage, Bam Sales and Auctions:
Article 4 Special Provisions
4.8 Yard; Garage, & Barn Sales are permitted in all districts without permit, but only after notification to the Town
Office. No such sale or auction may run for more than four consecutive (4) days.
Signage: There are no sign permits required for yard, garage, barn sales, or auctions, however, all signs must
be removed within 24 hours of ending the sale. All signs must contain name, address, and telephone number
of the sale's host, as well as the date (s) of the sale.
YES (—
)
Signs are not permitted on utility poles, or within the public right-of-way. Failure to comply may result in a fine 213
being levied of not more than $275 a day from date of ordinance violation (RSA 676:17). (Majority Vote NO O
Required) 140
15
WARRANT ARTICLES FOR PEMI-BAKER REGIONAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
Article 1: Shall the School District vote to raise and appropriate the sum of one hundred seventy-five thousand
dollars ($175,000) for the construction and original equipping of new recreation/athletic field on land owned by YES-©--







Article 2: Shall the School District vote to authorize the School Board to negotiate and execute such tuition
contracts as the board may determine advisable for students inside or outside the Pemi-Baker Regional School YES-©-
District. The School Board recommends this article. mq-jct-w-
Artlcle 3: Shall the School District vote to establish a contingency fund in accordance with Revised Statutes
Annotated 1 98:4-b, such contingency fund to meet the cost of unanticipated expenses that may arise during the YES-©" '
year and, further, to see if the District will raise and appropriate the sum of twenty-five thousand dollars
($25,000) for such contingency fund. The School Board recommends this appropriation. NO—O-
Article 4: Shall the School District vote to authorize and empower the School Board to borrow up to one hun-
dred fifty-seven thousand five hundred dollars ($157,500) representing a portion of the State of New
Hampshire's share of special education costs for the 2004-2005 school year, pursuant to RSA 198:20-d upon
such terms and conditions as the School Board determines in the best interests of the District; said sum togeth-
er with the costs of borrowing to be repaid by the State of New Hampshire pursuant to RSA:20-d; or to take any





Article 5: Shall the School District vote to approve the cost items included in the collective bargaining agree-
ment reached between the Pemi-Baker Regional School Board and the Plymouth Regional Educational Support





and further to raise and appropriate the sum of sixty thousand three hundred fifty-seven dollars ($60,357) for
the 2004-2005 fiscal year, such sum representing the additional costs attributed to the increase in salaries and













Article 6: Shall the School District vote to raise and appropriate two-thousand dollars ($2,000) for the support vpc _r^
of programs being offered by the Pemi Youth Center at 111 Main Street in Plymouth; namely, after-school pro-
' '•**~^—
-
grams including but not restricted to mentoring, assistance with homewori<, counseling, music lessons, recre- NO-Q-
ation and creative arts, and for other activities in support of our area youth. (Submitted by Petition) The
School Board does not recommend this article.
Article 7: Shall the School District vote to investigate the establishment of a charter school to be known as
Pemi-Baker Academy and report back at the next deliberative session. The School Board recommends this YES -€3—
article. NO XD-
Article 8: Shall the School District raise and appropriate as an operating budget, not including appropriations
by special warrant articles and other appropriations voted separately, the amounts set forth on the budget post- YES -Q -
ed with the warrant or as amended by vote of the first session (deliberative session) for the purposes set forth
therein, totaling $12,640,695 (twelve million six hundred forty thousand six hundred ninety-five dollars).
Should this article be defeated, the operating budget shall be either $12,641,585 (twelve million six hundred
forty one thousand five hundred eighty-five dollars), which is the same as last year, with certain adjustments
required by previous action of the Pemi-Baker Regional School District; or by law or the governing body may
hold one special meeting, in accordance with RSA 40:13, X and XVI, to take up the issue of a revised operat-
ing budget only. This sum excludes the sums in warrant articles 1 , 3, 5 and 6. The Board recommends this
article.
NOXD-
YOU HAVE NOW COMPLETED VOTING
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MARCH 9. 2004 WRITE-IN RESULTS













































































































NEW HAMPSHIRE PRESIDENTIAL PRIMARY
JANUARY 27, 2004
The polls were declared open at 8:00 AM by Moderator Glenn Dion. The ballot box had
been inspected. Election officials were: Supervisors of the Checklist - Douglas Ober, Beverly Ober,
Maryann Reinholz; Ballot Clerks - Margaret Duguay, Josephine Brown, David Ruell, Eleanor Lyford;
Town Clerk- Patricia Tucker; Town Moderator- Glenn Dion.
The absentee ballots were cast at 1 :00 PM.
The polls were closed at 7:00 PM. Patricia Tucker and Anne Abear counted the write-in
ballots.
Election Results
TOWN OF ASHLAND, NEW HAMPSHIRE
SPECIAL TOWN MEEHNG WARRANT
JULY 12, 2004
To the Inhabitants of the Town of Ashland, in the County of Grafton in said State, qualified to
vote in Town Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Ashland School Gymnasium in said Town on Monday, July
12, 2004 at 7:00 PM to act upon the following article. Vote by official ballot will take place on Thursday,
August 12, 2004 at the Dupuis Cross Post #15 Legion Hall at 37 Main Street. Polls will open at 9:00 AM
and will close no earlier than 7:00 PM.
Article 1:
Shall the Town:
(a) Authorize the expansion of electric service of the Town's Electric Department Into the area of
North Ashland Road and Route 175 by agreement with the New Hampshire Electric Cooperative,
Inc. for purchase of property and payment of damages pursuant to RSA 38:8 and 33 with terms
and conditions negotiated by the Commissioners of the Electric Department;
(b) Raise and appropriate sums not to exceed One Million Seven Hundred Thousand Dollars
($1,700,000) for that purpose, including acquisition and construction costs and related expenses,
by the issuance of bonds or notes up to that amount in accordance with the provisions of the
Municipal Revenue Bonds Act (RSA Chapter 33-B) and to thereby ratify the agreement for the
purchase from the New Hampshire Electric Cooperative, Inc. as provided by RSA 38:13;
(c) To authorize the Commissioners of the Town's Electric Department to determine the manner of
issuance and detail of the said bonds or notes as provided in RSA 33-B, including the term,
interest rate and security therefore in the revenues of the Department; and
(d) Rescind earlier bond authority made for such or similar expansion by the 1993 Town Meeting
Warrant Article 3 and the 1994 Town Meeting Warrant Article 6. The Commissioners anticipate
new offsetting revenue to be generated from the assets to be acquired from New Hampshire
Electric Cooperative, Inc of approximately $150,000 per year.
The Ashland Board of Selectmen recommends this article. The Ashland Budget
Committee recommends this article. (Three-fifths majority vote required)
Gerard R--ChouiQ9,rd, Chairman
Robert G. Moore






TOWN OF ASHLAND, NEW HAMPSHIRE
MINUTES OF THE DELIBERATIVE SESSION \
JULY 12, 2004
To the Inhabitants of the Town of Ashland, in the County of Grafton Hn said State, qualified to
vote in Town Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Ashland School Gymnasium in said Town on Monday, July
12, 2004 at 7:00 PM to act upon the following article. Vote by official ballot will take place on Thursday,
August 12, 2004 at the Dupuis Cross Post #15 Legion Hall at 37 Main Street. Polls will open at 9:00 AM
and will close no earlier than 7:00 PM.
Moderator Philip Preston called the meeting to order at 7:00 PM.
Article 1:
Shall the Town:
(a) Authorize the expansion of electric service of the Town's Electric Department into the area of
North Ashland Road and Route 175 by agreement with the New Hampshire Electric Cooperative,
Inc. for purchase of property and payment of damages pursuant to RSA 38:8 and 33 with terms
and conditions negotiated by the Commissioners of the Electric Department;
(b) Raise and appropriate sums not to exceed One Million Seven Hundred Thousand Dollars
($1,700,000) for that purpose, including acquisition and construction costs and related expenses,
by the issuance of bonds or notes up to that amount in accordance with the provisions of the
Municipal Revenue Bonds Act (RSA Chapter 33-B) and to thereby ratify the agreement for the
purchase from the New Hampshire Electric Cooperative, Inc. as provided by RSA 38:13;
(c) To authorize the Commissioners of the Town's Electric Department to determine the manner of
issuance and detail of the said bonds or notes as provided in RSA 33-B, including the term,
interest rate and security therefore in the revenues of the Department; and
(d) Rescind earlier bond authority made for such or similar expansion by the 1993 Town Meeting
Warrant Article 3 and the 1994 Town Meeting Warrant Article 6. The Commissioners anticipate
new offsetting revenue to be generated from the assets to iDe acquired from New Hampshire
Electric Cooperative, Inc of approximately $150,000 per year.
The Ashland Board of Selectmen recommends this article. The Ashland Budget
Committee recommends this article. (Three-fifths majority vote required)
The article was presented and discussion followed. Ashland Electric Department Superintendent
Lee Nichols facilitated the presentation.
THERE WERE NO AMENDMENTS MADE AND IT WAS ANNOUNCED THAT THE ARTICLE
WOULD APPEAR ON THE OFFICIAL BALLOT AS WRITTEN.




TOWN OF ASHLAND, NEW HAMPSHIRE
SPECIAL TOWN MEETING - OFFICIAL BALLOTING
AUGUST 12, 2004
In accordance with the legally posted meeting, official balloting on the following article took place
at the Dupuis Cross Post #15 Legion Hall on August 12, 2004.
Election officials present were Moderator Philip Preston, Patricia Tucker, Town Clerk , Mary Ruell,
Clerk Pro Tern, Ballot Clerks David Ruell, Margaret Duguay, Nancy Russell, Eleanor Lyford, Supervisors of
the Checklist Beverly Ober, Douglas Ober, Maryann Reinholz.
The Ballot Box was inspected and the polls were declared open at 9AM, it was announced that
absentee ballots would be cast at 1PM and that the polls would close no earlier than 7PM. Ballot
counters were Philip Preston, Linda Guyotte, Patricia Tucker.
Article 1:
Shall the Town:
(e) Authorize the expansion of electric service of the Town's Electric Department into the area of
North Ashland Road and Route 175 by agreement with the New Hampshire Electric Cooperative,
Inc. for purchase of property and payment of damages pursuant to RSA 38:8 and 33 with terms
and conditions negotiated by the Commissioners of the Electric Department;
(f) Raise and appropriate sums not to exceed One Million Seven Hundred Thousand Dollars
($1,700,000) for that purpose, including acquisition and construction costs and related expenses,
by the issuance of bonds or notes up to that amount in accordance with the provisions of the
Municipal Revenue Bonds Act (RSA Chapter 33-B) and to thereby ratify the agreement for the
purchase from the New Hampshire Electric Cooperative, Inc. as provided by RSA 38:13;
(g) To authorize the Commissioners of the Town's Electric Department to determine the manner of
issuance and detail of the said bonds or notes as provided in RSA 33-B, including the term,
interest rate and security therefore in the revenues of the Department; and
(h) Rescind earlier bond authority made for such or similar expansion by the 1993 Town Meeting
Warrant Article 3 and the 1994 Town Meeting Warrant Article 6. The Commissioners anticipate
new offsetting revenue to be generated from the assets to be acquired from New Hampshire
Electric Cooperative, Inc of approximately $150,000 per year.
The Ashland Board of Selectmen recommends this article. The Ashland Budget
Committee recommends this article. (Three-fifths majority vote required)
Total Ballots cast = 220
3/5 needed to pass = 132
. Results were 160 Yes, 60 No
Moderator Philip Preston declared the article passed.
Patricia Tucker, Ashland Town Clerk
August 12, 2004
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NEW HAMPSHIRE STATE PRIMARY
SEPTEMBER 14,2004
In accordance with the legally signed an dposted Notice to Voters, Moderator Philip Preston
opened the polls at 8:00 AM. The ballot box was examined and the polls were declard to be
open until 7:00 PM. Absentee ballots would be cast at 1 :00 PM.
Election officials present: Moderator Philip Preston, Town Clerk Patricia Tucker, Selectmen
Gerard Chouinard, Caroline Gosse, Daniel Golden, Robert Moore; Ballot Clerks David Ruell,
Eleanor Lyford, Margaret Duguay, Josephine Brown; Supervisors of the Checklist Beverly Ober,
Gosse, and Daniel Golden.
Democratic Results
NEW HAMPSHIRE STATE PRIMARY - SEPTEMBER 14, 2004
Republican Results
GENERAL ELECTION - NOVEMBER 2, 2004
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the inhabitants of the TOWN OF ASHLAND in the County of GRAFTON, New
Hampshire.
You are hereby notified to meet at ASHLAND SCHOOL GYMNASIUM, 27 HIGHLAND
STREET, ASHLAND on Tuesday, the second day of November, 2004. The polls will be open
between the hours of 8:00 AM AND 7:00 PM to act upon the following subjects:
To bring in your votes for President and Vice-President of the United States,
Governor, United States Representative, Executive Councilor, State Senator, State
Representatives and County Officers.
To bring in your votes on a Question Relating to a Constitutional Amendment as
proposed by the 2004 general court.





Robert G. Moore Selectmen of Ashland
We hereby certify that we gave notice to the inhabitants within named, to
meet at the time and place and for the purpose within mentioned, by posting an
attested copy of the above Warrant at the place of meeting and at the office of




Robert G. Moore Selectmen of Ashland
Moderator Philip Preston opened the polls at SAM. Absentee ballots were
cast at 1 PM. Election officials present Moderator Philip Preston, Assistant
Moderators Edward Dupuis and Neale Bavis, Town Cleric Patricia Tucker, Assistant
Clerk Linda Guyotte, Supervisors of the Checklist Beverly Ober, Douglas Ober,
MaryAnn Reinholz, Ballot Clerks Margaret Duguay, Josephine Brown, Eleanor Lyford,
David Ruell, Selectmen Daniel Golden, Caroline Gosse, Robert G. Moore and
Anthony Randall.
The polls were closed at 7 PM, counters were Linda Pack, Linda Guyotte,
Brad Ober, Daniel Golden, Patricia Tucker, Philip Preston.
Statistics
End of day total number on checklist = 1308
New registrants on November 2, 2004 = 195
Total Votes Cast = 1075
Percentage of those voting = 82%
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RESULTS OF NOVEMBER 2, 2004
GENERAL ELECTION
TOWN ADMINISTRATOR'S REPORT
Submitted by Richard J. Alpers
This was a year full of change in the town office staff here in Ashland. Anne
Abear was here until June, she left for a position in Tamworth and we thank her for her
hard work over the yeas here in Ashland. In that same month the Board of Selectmen
entrusted Laura Plummer to act as administrative assistant on an interim basis until a full
time administrator was hired. Laura and Patsy went above and beyond the coll of duty
and we commend them for this. It made for an interesting summer here in the town hall.
I am proud to say, along with the Board of Selectmen, that the staff pulled together as a
team and got the job done.
In September Jen Corriea of Corriea Enterprises was hired to fill the part time
bookkeeper position. She has done an amazing job getting the town caught up on the
financial statements and has brought some new innovative ideas on how we handle our
finances.
1 was hired on November 15, 2004 and enthusiastically jumped in. My short time
here has been very busy and fast paced. When I arrived there was plenty to do and
many people to meet. The town office staff and I completed the budget in record time.
The select board and I worked together to bring the budget down as much as we could
without hurting the needs of the town. We recognized the amount of surplus we have
had over the past two years and are working diligently to stop that by level funding the
town's budget. The town property values were updated which resulted in the tax rate
dropping significantly from the past two years and we hope to keep it as this stable level.
2004 was the Department of Revenue Administration review compliance year for
Ashland. Vision Appraisal, along with our current assessors from MRI, worked long and
hard to bring our property values up to state mandated standards. After the process
was completed we were back in line with the Department of Revenue criteria. The tax
rate came down this year, and we believe most residents in town did feel some sort of
relief.
As for 2005, we will continue to grow as a town and hopefully prosper in many
different ways. I look forward to (T^.^ -^ helping the Town of
Ashland grow. As I said when I first \\ ^^'^^T^X started here in Ashland,
my door is always open and I look \ \ forward to working
with the residents of Ashland over the n I 1 next year.
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ASHLAND ELECTRIC DEPARTMENT
Submitted by Commissioners Ernest IHutter, Raymond Knowiton, Melvin IHolland and
Superintendent Lee V. Nicfiols
2004 was a busy year for the Ashland Electric
Department. As most of you know we negotiated
with the New Hampshire Electric Cooperative to
purchase the customers in Ashland that reside on
North Ashland Road and Route 175 areas. We had
planned on the transfer as of the first of the year;
however, due to some complications, we are aiming
for late spring of 2005.
We continue to hove a mild growth with setting eight (8) new
meters and fourteen (14) new poles. We also installed 3,575
feet of yj^^ primary wire (both overhead and underground) and
1-133 pIb^ feet of secondary wire.
We, the Commissioners and employees of Ashland Electric wish
each and every one of you a happy and prosperous new year.
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BUILDING INSPECTOR/CODE ENFORCEMENT
Submitted by Roberf B. Hicks
2004 was a very busy year for building in Ashland with
eighteen (18) new housing
units well made, sturdy structures. Most of the building
was in the North Ashland Road and
Hicks Hill Road area. Ashland's homeowners are investing
in their homes and the town by
adding onto or fixing up their property. Our housing
standards board is dealing with the
few unsafe and deteriorating buildings. . u + n ,^r.+w
Maintaining good, safe building and code compliance is what
we all want or
Ashland We have a good team with Frank Murdock, our electrical inspector,
and Jerry
Bridgham, our plumbing inspector, both quality men.
and knowledgeable in their trade.
Ashland built twelve new homes and two commercial buildings,
with many additions and
other building improvements.
Applications for permits can be obtained during regular Town
Office hours, five
davs a week 8 AM to 4 PM. We are always just a phone call away,
arrangements can be
made for on-site meetings, and inspections are made within a reasonably
appointed
2004 has been a very active year for Ashland Building. 1 92
permits have been
issued since January 1st, with fifteen new housing starts, (twice
the amount of 2003) plus
two steel buildings, and one three family building.
Income for permits total 2003- $9,035.96










8. Mobile Home Permits
Inspections and site planning have increased this year, we have
received many inquires for building regulations and information
-JVyv regarding new business and zoning. We use Ihe
^_^ yl\ International RnilHinn Codes 2000 , along with our Ashland
^(T!^Cl7/—\ Building and Zoning Regulations. Our goal is to provide
/ ~\ help for Ashland residents with their building needs and




Submitted by Mark W. Ober, RoadAgent
The projects that were tunded by the 2003 Road Improvement Bond were
finalized this year. We completed the projects by applying a coot of one
inch pavement.
Sections of North Ashland Road (8200 feet) and Hicks Hill
Road (1800 feet were paved this year. The remaining
sections of these roads are planned for paving if the
project is funded in the 2005 budget. £
A drainage project on Thompson Street, with five (5) new catch basins
and 400 feet of drainage pipe was completed this summer. This should
help take care of the ice problems in that area during the winter months.
Ditches were cleaned on Leavitt Hill Road, Sanborn Road, and Thompson
Street with the help of a local contractor's excavator.
A gravel shoulder was put on Owl Brook Road and Highland
Street with the help of the Town of Holderness and their
equipment; in exchange we did some roadside mowing
for them.
The town purchased a new truck for the Highway
Department this year; we expect delivery of this vehicle in
early 2005.
General maintenance projects were completed this year along with
assisting other departments with their projects.
I wish to thank all the town employees for their help this year.
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TRANSFER/RECYCLING FACILITY
Submitted by Mark W. Ober
This year at the Transter Recycling Center
we made three bunkers to store
our brush, compost and metal piles.
The yearly rubbish continues to be in the 800 to 850
ton range and the
~ construction/demolition is over 250 ton. I teel
that 800 ^i}J///\ tons ot "rubbish"
is a lot for a town of 2000
neople ^rC \ Th®5® Wg^^e^ are a direct result of non-^ ^ ' ^^1
^^ 1^ compliance of the mandatory recycling
ordinance.
The recycling program, for those who comply, is doing
well; we could do
„ ^^^>v^^ Remember we make a few dollars
nn n. ir P^^^S^^J^M recyclobles; we have to pay for
°ubblsh removal, l^^^W\ °^^ ^^' ^°"^' ' "'1^ '""l ''^ ''""thf
removal, the |V^\^® "^"'^ ^°'' ^^''°'^ "" ''
more we pay for l^l^kXl 7A <*. removal.
By the end of
nearing the 250 ton
2004, the recycled material will be
level.
With the help and compliance of ail the facility users





PARKS AND RECREATION - 2004
Submitted by Director James R. Cleich
Programming:
Ashland Parks and Recreation has hod a wonderful year! We started off the New
Year with the introduction of a new _^^.J}^^ program called "Hope It
Floats / Boat Building with Children and v^^^^^^^ Teens." I would like to
thank the following businesses and people ^^SS^^^"^ for all of their help and
donations of building materials: Ashland ^/ Lumber, Ash True Value, Ashland
Elementar/ School, Freudenberg-Nok, Rochester Shoe Tree, New Found Woodworks,
Riveredge Marina, Neale Bavis, Craig Moore, The Morrell Family, The Vachon Family, and
Cynthia Kern. Without the help and generosity of these people the program would have
never happened. By the way, all of the boats did float and the kids had fun with the
whole experience.
The Summer Day Camp Program was well received. We had 64
campers registered with ^ ^ the program. I would like to thank all of the
counselors and staff for all ^Sl^^^ °f ^^®''' great work. We are looking forward to
next summer. With help ^^B^^T *^'^°'^ ^ successful summer program, our After
School program exploded ^\^K ^'^1^ i^^w applicants. We have 33 students
registered as of December, y^^y This has been one of the largest registrations in
recent years for this 1 ^ | program. The program is now operating five
days a week with Tuesdays taking place at the school cafeteria. I would like
to offer our thanks the Bill Tirone for his assistance with our program. In addition, Lisa Fligg
has returned as the "After School Program Assistant." Her dedication to the program and
students clearly make her a valuable part of the staff at Ashland Parks & Rec. Thank you
Lisa for all that you have done this year. We received anonymous donations that were
very helpful in enhancing our programs. With their help we were able to upgrade some
of our equipment that the children use at the After School Program.
Throughout the year many Ashland residents participated in numerous programs
sponsored through Parks & Recreation. fO^C^^^^ These activities included
various cooking classes, movie field 0f\ ^^wf f^ ^"PS- holiday parties, snow
tubing at Cannon, and more. Many C^vXrV—'/Svjt o^ these programs will be
repeated in 2005 due to their v^O\ ~*v~lB popularity. In the New Year
there will be numerous large-scale r~^ v /u5 workshops on various skills
like sewing, boat building, and more jrQ, ^—^ ^S cooking classes. If you would
like to see a particular program in Ashland, just let me know
and I will try my best to bring it to life.
Campground & Begch
The campground and beach has seen a lot of activity this past year; everything
from boot races to parties at the beach. The Edward Doggett Campground was at full
capacity. All 23 sites were filled and well used this past summer. We are looking forward
to another packed summer at the campground.
The Ashland Town
the summer. We opened the
bathrooms too much well
residents and fellow beach
opportunity to thank all of the
their long hours and
Beach was a blur of activity during
new concession booth and
received attention by the town
goers. I would like to take the
lifeguards and beach staff for all of
dedication to the beach and the
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beach patrons. Next summer the beach concession area is looking to increase their
variety of snack foods being offered. We are looking forward to seeing everyone at the
beach next summer.
Facilities Updates:
Throughout 2004 many of our facilities have been involved in some type of
renovation or refurbishment. All of these improvements have helped to increase the
quality of our building but also the quality of our programming available to the
community. These improvements are as follows:
• Completion of the following building projects:
• Hand railing and motion sensor lights at the Booster Club
• Painting of the Beach House Bathrooms. (My thanks go out to the
boys from the Becket House of Rumney for all of the great
assistance.)
• Proposed projects for the new year include:
• Lifeguards stands being built by Ashland Elementary
School.
• Replacing the Booster Club kitchen floor.
• More to follow as they ore discovered.
Many thanks need to go out to all the members of the community who had helped
moke these repairs possible. Without all of your help, contributions of time, effort and
donations these repairs and upkeep would be impossible. My thanks to Raymond
Knowlton, Mark Ober, Lee Nichols, and all of the gentlemen at the Highway Department,
for your assistance with the various project throughout the year. Last but not least, I
would like to thank Laura, Patsy, and Eli for everything they have helped me with
throughout the year.
Community Involvement:
There ore many ways for you (residents of Ashland) to become involved within
Parks & Recreation:
• Attend programs
• Volunteer some of your time to help an activity happen.
• Suggest or Teach a class of interest
• Chaperone a trip
• Sponsor a camper
• Become a counselor at the summer program
• Serve on the Parks & Recreation Committee.
• Be a concerned citizen; let us know if you notice something out of the
ordinary.
• Think of us when you ore cleaning out those attics, garages, playrooms, and
basements. (Many thanks to the individuals who did this in 2003; your
donations help make many of our programs possible)
• Donate some time to help build something
• Serve as a handyman.
These are just a few ways in which individuals can become a part of our Parks &
Recreation program. The more people that get involved, the more the Ashland
Community can grow. Help us bring even more diverse program to your community.
Help us grow to meet the needs of our great community. Many thanks to everyone who
helped make the 2004-year possible. Here's to making 2005 an even better year.
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ASHLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY
Submitted by David Ruell, President
2004 was another busy year for the Ashland Historical Society. The Whipple House
Museum was closed in 2003 so that the Society's collection could be reorganized, and
museum refurbished. The first floor of the museum did reopen, with an ice
cream social, on July 4 this year. In the spring, the middle room was
renovated, with the tired old wallpaper removed, and the walls and trim
repainted. New display lighting was added in the middle room closet
and the first floor hallway. The stairs were repainted and the stair tread
repaired. A new permanent exhibit on the life of Dr. George Hoyt
Whipple was installed in the hallway, along with an exhibit on music. The
middle room, which will be used for rotating exhibits, featured a display on women's
fashions of the 1920's this summer. Smaller exhibits focused on weaving, PeeWee
Duguay, and the 4'^ of July.
Upstairs, the back bedroom was converted to a workroom with two new worktables. The
former upstairs bathroom was made more usable for its present function as a storage
area by the removal of the old bathtub, and the installation of new shelves. The
cataloging of the museum collection, with digital photos of each object, continues. And
the collection grew with many new items, such as glass negatives of a family camp on
Little Squam Lake in the 1890's and the street front sign for Bailey's store, which was such
an Ashland landmark for decades.
In their second year of work, the four members of the archives committee completed
virtually all of the basic sorting and filing of the numerous documents, newspapers,
books, photographs, and other paper items, that have been acquired over the years by
the Society. To store the books, magazines, scrapbooks, ledgers, etc., the two long walls
of the small library room were lined with bookcases, including five new ones, one
donated and four built with materials given by Ashland Lumber
Company. The company also donated the materials for three large
shelf storage units built in the attic of the apartment shed to store
boxes of newspapers and documents, as well as two jack posts to
better support the attic floor. File drawers and cabinets, including
three recently donated units, were used in the large library room to
store folders and photographs.
The Whipple House apartment required some investment this year. The bathroom
renovation was completed with a new bathtub surround and new paint on the walls and
trim. Two unanticipated expenses for the apartment were the replacement of the
middle room space heater and the hot water heater. On the exterior, the entry ceiling
was re-plastered and thirty shutters repaired and repainted. Two old maple trees on the
north boundary were trimmed to keep their branches from dropping on the neighbor's
property.
The Pauline E. Glidden Toy Museum had another successful year, with new exhibits and
several physical ^ improvements. Storage shelves were built in
the attic and cellar
mwJJSTi" i>
stairway. The curtains were revamped and
window screens added. ^B^SStBi Security was improved by updating the alarm
system and the locks. A ^*^^SP dehumidifier and a sump pump were installed
in the basement. Brush ^^ was removed from the grounds. A new
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membership support group, The Friends of the Glidden Toy Museum, was established.
The first issue of an annual museum newsletter and museum postcards were published.
The Toy Museum sponsored public events, the Young Ladies Tea, the Appraisal Day, and
a bus trip to the Wenham Museum, as well as a tea and a luncheon for the museum
volunteers.
The Railroad Station Museum sponsored its annual events, the Pemi Valley Model Train
Show at the Plymouth Senior Center and the Veterans Weekend dinner train ride.
Research continued on a plan to build a siding at the station for display of rolling stock
and rental of caboose spaces. A protective fence was installed around the large
woodstove.
The preservation of the historic Ashland school Building took some steps forward this year.
In March, the Ashland School Board and the
Community Action Program finally signed a
sales agreement. TCCAP subsequently
plan review approval from the Planning Board
from the ZBA needed to proceed with its plan
old school for Heodstort and other community
big task that remains is to raise the rest of the









for grants. Wea grant writer to apply to private foundations
held a successful Duck Derby on August 28 as part of the Community Council's Day on
the Town. Hundred of our plastic ducks raced for 64 prizes donated by area businesses.
The Society has also been selling sponsorships of the windows, windowpones, and bricks
of the old school. This is a good opportunity to participate and to remember relatives
and friends.
The Historical Society continued to sponsor historical programs that were free to the
public. In 2004, they included the history of Memorial Day in Ashland, a walking tour of
the village, genealogical research; muster days in New Hampshire, the adventure of
Indian captive Susannah Johnson, home milk delivery in New England, and a concert of
early Edison phonograph recordings. We held our usual annual fundraiser, a fine lobster
dinner catered by the Common Man, in Memorial Park in August. To meet our
unanticipated expenses, we also held a special Dinner in a Bowl in October, with chili
and beef stew cooked by our members and served in donated bowls the diners could
keep.
This year, the Society paid for a pass available to all patrons of the Town Library that
provides free admission to the N.H. Historical Society Museum and Library. We hope that
people will take advantage of this pass to visit the interesting state historical museum or
to do research at the state's major historical library. The Society continued to exhibit
enlarged reproductions of historic Ashland photographs at the Utility Office, with displays
this year of former lodging places, parades, bridges and the ^^^^^V railroad
station. We adopted a mission statement and a conflict of Sa^^̂ interest
policy. Kir^I'
All of these accomplishments would not be possible '\^'%%^^-^^^w without
the work of many volunteers and the donations of many
supporters. We would like to end by thanking all who contributed to the Society's
programs and projects in 2004.
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ASHLAND HISTORIC COMMISSION 2004
Submitted by Robert B. Hicks, Chairman
Ashland's history is found in several ways, written histories, family genealogies, cemetery
inscriptions, vital records, roads and buildings. Every house has a history of its own. The
family didn't have to be famous or their names inscribed on a monument, just the fact
that a family lived their lives within its walls, and sheltered by its roof. Its glass was used to
peer out at a particular time in history. For that reason people of historic interest love to
see a house or building repaired, and feel a sense of loss when one is let go,
deteriorating to the point of demolition. One building we all know well is Ashland's Town
Hall and Police Department.
Photograph courtesy of the Ashland Historical society (circa 1900)
Ashland Town Hall ( written by Doris S.Tatham 1989 )
For the Grafton County Historic and Genealogy Society
The first Hall on this site was the Livermore Hall. (Squam Lake Hall) Dances, social
gatherings, were held there. As many as three Bands held concerts there. It was built
about 1840. The Hall burned April 5'^ 1871.
Jonathan F. Keyes and Susan Keyes sold the land to the Town of Ashland for
$500.00. (Bounds mentioned in the deed were "dwelling house of Dr. John A. Dana
(former John Ernest and later Carleton Beard house) St. Marks Episcopal Church, and the
highway. (Highland Street) 'The said town on its part, agreeing to build and keep in repair
in all coming time, a good and substantial fence between the above described land
and the adjoining land of sd. J. F. Keyes." Dated 25th of July 1871. (Book 319 P. 514 Aug.
3 1871)
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The building of the Town Hall started soon after. There was a stage, a stove with a
long stove pipe, a balcony, and cloakroom. The Town "Lock-up" or jail was in a small
brick building beside the Town Hall. In recent years, it was used as a Dog Pound.
In 1898, Ashland appropriated $2,000. for a Soldiers Monument.
(Town of Ashland 1,500.00, GAR 200.00, Woman's Relief 300.00)
The site chosen was the Town Hall grounds. Ashland contributed 83 men to the
union in the Civil War, one man for every ten persons in town.
The GAR donated $200 and the Women's Relief Corps raised $300. Colonel T.P.
Cheney, Frank L. Hughes, and Edward P. Warner were appointed committee in charge.
The monument is of Concord granite with bronze tablets on four sides. There is a bronze
statue seven feet high at the top of a soldier at parade rest.
About ten days before the dedication, a special Town Meeting was held. Some of the
citizens decided that the monument should be on Main Street. A drinking fountain at the
juncture of Main, Thompson, and Mill Streets had to be moved. James O. Clark and his
horse moved the monument intact.
The Town Hall houses the Town Office, .Selectmen's Room and the
Police Station. At one time there were classrooms on the second floor.
The Livermore Hall stood on this site as early as 1 840. It was
used for dances, meetings, socials, and Band Practice. It burned
in 1869. Jonathan F. Keyes, who had the first bank in town purchased the land. When
the village part of Holderness became the industrial and more populated sector, there
were many disagreements as to town
Photograph courtesy of the Ashland Historical society ( 1 899)
expenditures and meeting places. Finally, July 1868, the village sector became o new
town, Ashland, and was known as the Four Mile Township.
The Town Hall was built in 1871, was used for Town Meetings, Selectmen's offices,
basketball games and entertainment. Before 1900, the Soldiers monument, now at
Monument Square, was in the Town Hall yard. After months of controversy, newspaper
headlines, and bitter words, it was moved to Monument Square.
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ASHLAND POLICE DEPARTMENT
Submitted by Ctiief Joseph Chivell
2004 has been an active year for the members of the Ashland
Police Department.
We continue to be proactive in the areas of patrol and awareness.
The officers make a concerted effort to patrol and check every area of
town throughout their shifts. Although there is no way to place a number
of criminal actions that are prevented, I believe their efforts are reflected
in the activity report numbers.
We also continue to moke every effort in educating the area youth
of ways to be safe and lead a healthy and productive life.
I've spent many hours this summer with a group of
in an effort to review the police budget and activities to
assure that the town is receiving a high level of service for
reasonable cost. I would like to thank Don Golden,
Richard Ogden, Bob Moore, Dean Eastman, Kelly Show, and
David Pearson for volunteering their time this summer on this
study committee.
The officers of the Ashland Police Department are
available and on duty twenty-four hours a day, seven days a
week. Most hours are spent on patrol. The Department does "" ~ not
staff the office, thus creating a limited amount of business hours. If you
visit the police station and find the door locked please call our dispatch
center at 968-3224 and the duty officer will respond to assist you. In the




like to thank the
their continued
make this a safe
As always the ^^^)|IS^:
department would S^r^^^J
citizens of Ashland for v^^ ' ~^~^{fl))
support in our efforts to
^"""^
community.
We extend our appreciation to the other departments within the
town for their support and assistance throughout the year.
I would also like to thank the members of the police department for




ASHLAND WATER AND SEWER DEPARTMENT
AQUARION SERVICES COMPANY
Submitted by Russell Cross Jr,
2004 has been a busy year for the Water and Wastewater Departments.
This past winter presented many problems with below average temperatures.
There were thirty water meter freeze ups. In late February the 6" water main on
Depot Street broke due to the frost being so deep.
The fire hydrants were all flushed in May.
Several sections of he town sewer lines were inspected and flushed this past
year.
During the summer and fall there were four new water services and three new
sewer sen/ices connected to the system.
Over the summer electricity was installed to the water
tower, in late November the solar system was
disconnected and the electricity was connected to run
the SCADA system which controls the start up and
stopping of the wells. In the past years during the winter
months the batteries would have to be changed every
two to three days because of the lack of sunlight to keep
them charged.
early October 550 feet of new 8" sewer main was replaced on
Winter Street due to an extensive root problem,.
Throughout the year many projects have been
including painting, brush cutting, mowing and
maintenance items.
Both the water and wastewater plants have
Federal requirements for the past year.
completed
general
met all State and
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REPORT OF THE WATER/SEWER COMMISSIONERS
Submitted by Ernest Paquette, Robert Boyle and Daniel Golden
It has been another busy year for the water and wastewater department:
Jackson Pond was sold
Water and sewer lines extended up Leovitt Hill for 3 more camps
Winter Street sewer line replaced from Hill Avenue down to Paper
Mill Road
Computer update
Power to water tank
Fuel tank for plant truck
Water break on main line for Route 132
Alarm system installed at sewer plant building and lab
New water and sewer lines at the Ashland Schools
Many of the main sewer lines were flushed
Projects included brush cutting, mowing and general maintenance
Relining of sewer line on Riverside Drive
Raised manholes on Riverside Drive
As you know we contract with Aquarion Services to run the water and
sewer plants. The budget for this service was $256,086 for 2004. The
following is a summary list of the services that we realized for this service:
Meet all effluent requirement of the NPDES
Properly handle biologically toxic materials
Adhere to Clean Water Act
Routine maintenance of all property of the water and sewer
departments
Perform all testing required by owner's NPDS Permit
Responsible for all federal, state, and local permits
Provide certified staff to meet with all state requirements
Provide training of service and operations of the plant
Provide security - locks, fence etc
Maintain all records of operation
Provide owner with a monthly report
Provide operating budget for upcoming year
Attend to repairs and replacement needs
Report all inventory
Maintain accounting records
We received a rebate in the amount of $2645 this year.
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2004 TOWN WELFARE REPORT
(For emergency assistance)
Submitted by Welfare Officer Robert B. Hicks
Town welfare dollars for 2004 continued a trend upward; mainly due to a lack of affordable
housing and area shelters. Many people who are working, or receive state benefits, cannot find
housing they can afford.
Our most common problem is shelter, affordable living, people have nowhere to turn.
Some of our private tenement housing needs a lot of maintenance, and people are paying high
rents with little, to no options, in deteriorating buildings.
A major problem is family shelters in our area. Plymouth has the Pemi House, a small shelter,
that hasn't been able to help any Ashland residents in ten years. We have had to send people to
Concord and Manchester for shelter. Transporting them and relocating them is never easy. People
must be treated with respect and dignity when they ask for help for basic needs. In the past ten
years I have seen the costs related to everyday living turn up, while welfare funding and Social
Security seem to be standing still. An average rent in Ashland is about $700-$900; while the average
Social Security check hardly covers that alone.
The Churches in Ashland and our Community Center, plus other food programs do a great
job feeding the towns people in need, but shelter costs add up fast, thousands of dollars are
needed. We need more resources, state and federal welfare programs are great, but the process
is so time consuming it takes up to a year to process claims. For example - if a person becomes
disabled and can't work, they file for Social Security disability. It can take 4 to 12 months before
they receive their first check. If their rent is $700.00 per month, they need up to six thousand dollars
just to hold on, factor in food, medicine, electric and other costs they might need ten to twelve
thousand dollars before they receive any funding. The average person I see gets turned down at
least once during the process. In fact it is so bod, there are organizations springing up to work for
the applicants to push through the programs, but they take as much as thirty percent of what the
applicant receives. That means 30% of what our taxes should be used for, (the needy), is going to
expedite the process.
In most all situations the programs are in place, but the process becomes more and more
cumbersome. Plus, in the last few years, more employers are finding reasons to fire workers instead
of laying them off. This prevents our citizens from collecting Employment Security for many weeks,
and starts a process of hearings, plus blotting their work record, meanwhile the burden is laid on
the towns. All these situations odd cost to each town's welfare programs. Ashland's welfare budget
was up 20% this year.
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Housing Electric Food Medication Fuel Total 2004
$ 22,777.11 $ 990.30 $ 1,080.00 $ 1,216.61 $ 352.15 $ 26,416.17
LAND USE BOARDS
Submitted by Interim Town Planner Ellison Badger
It was another busy year for both the Planning Board and Zoning Board of
Adjustment. The Planning Board held twelve public nneetings and ten
work sessions. The Zoning Board heard seven cases.
The Planning Board granted eight (8) requests for Site Plan Review, three
(3) subdivisions and four (4) boundary line adjustments. In addition, the
Board held eleven (11) informational hearings.
The Planning Board worked on the Master Plan and a change to the
Zoning Ordinance zone definitions creating multi-use zones instead of
industrial zones to better serve the business and light industrial needs in
Ashland.
The Board will continue to work on the Master Plan in 2005. The Board will
be gathering demogrophicol information this spring. Please see the Town
of Ashland's web site for updates when they become available. As
always, public input is very important to the process, and the Planning
Board invites all those interested to come to the work session meeting and
voice your opinions. Master Plan work session dotes will be posted at the
Town Office, the Post Office and on the town web site for your
convenience.
The Planning Board is a seven member board with three alternates. At the
time of this report members include Chairman Richard Bagge, Vice
Chairman Frank Stevens, Secretary Robert Boyle, Gordon McCormack Jr,
Don Lotuiippe, Donald Porell, and Board of Selectmen's representative
Robert Moore. The Board wishes to thank Jeffrey Belyea, who resigned
this year, for his contributions to the board.
The Zoning Board of Appeal (Adjustment) is a five member board with
three alternates. The ZBA granted six (6) variance requests and two (2)
special exceptions. This year the ZBA hod on increase in its volunteer
membership. At the time of this report members include Chairman Mark
Hormell, Vice Chairman Michael Lembo, Elaine AJIord, Brian Moriarty,
Francis Murdock, Ernest Oilman and Paul Bradbury. James Alba resigned
this year, and we acknowledge his contribution to this board.
The town's web site is http://wvvw.ashland.nh.gov .
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ASHLAND FIRE AND RESCUE REPORT
Submitted by Fire Chief Tiiomas Stewart
Many changes occurred within the department in the year 2004. Fire
Chief Norman "Scott" Weden took on more responsibility at his full time job, so he
decided to resign as the chief. Scott has since move to Plymouth and joined the
fire department there. First Deputy David Paquette has resigned in order to
spend more time with his family. I wish them both well with their new endeavors.
Charles Pouts has taken over the First Deputy Chief position and Bradley
Ober has become Second Deputy Chief. I am pleased to have promoted these
two men to their new positions.
During this past year we received $51 ,925.00 in grant money from the "Fire
Act Grant" which has been used to replace our old air packs. We were able to
buy sixteen ( 1 6) new air packs with this money. The town had to pay 1 0% of the
cost. We also received a 50/50 "Forestry Grant" in the amount of $500 (the town
matched the $500) which was used to purchase two (2) mop up kits for forestry
and two (2) lengths of hose. We also received $4698.97 from the "Homelands
Defense Grant" which was used to purchase ram equipment for the Jaws of Life.
For a grand total of $56623.97 cash we received upon spending $6,200 for the
department. This really helps the fire department and the town; we thank all the
firemen who spent endless hours writing these grants.
It was another busy year for the VH department responding
to 1 1 7 fire calls, 208 medical calls and 87 motor ^^ vehicle accidents -
totaling 412 calls for service. January 2004 was ^^%V the busiest month
with a total of 55 calls.
We are also working on replacing the ladder truck and
refurbishing the other two engines that we have. This will go
before the voters at the 2005 meeting.
We want to take this time to pay tribute to former firemen Harold Baker,
Roland Morrell, and Stanley Lomond. Their time and M^^. dedication
to the department will never be forgotten.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank everyone who made it
possible for me to become the new chief.
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ASHLAND CONSERVATION COMMISSION
Submitted by Rutt) Knapp, Ctiairman
The Conservation Commission, once again, had a very busy year.
Members attended many meetings throughout the Grotton County
Conservation District and the State Department of Environmental Services.
Our members also participated in the Squom Lakes Watershed Project
meetings.
The Commission met several times to discuss the Mill Pond Dam
Restoration project; followed by on site inspections. The Town Beach
project was approve and completed. 2004 was a busy year for dock
permits that were submitted and approved; timber harvesting
permits were plentiful throughout town. Milfoil remains a
constant source of trouble throughout the entire Squam
Lakes Region. Town perambulation will be a new
project for the upcoming year.
The commission accepted Dan Golden's resignation and we would
like to express our gratitude for his enthusiasm and professional attitude.
We anticipate two new members to join the commission this year
and we encourage any town residents that may be interested to join this
commission.




Submitted by Library Trustees: Jill Mudgett, Aiice Staples, and Juiia Smitti
2004 proved to be a year of continued growth for \he
Ashland Town Library. Our number of registered patrons
increased, our circulation numbers continue to rise, and our
offerings through our collection and additional programming
have expanded.
^iHnii
The Library has been able to offer over 135 programs to the
members of the Ashland Community this year. We have added several
new programs to our usual list of offerings. New programs this year include;
computer classes for adults offered as a collaborative effort with
Ashland's Porks and Recreation director, Jim Gleich. Thanks to the
generosity of the Ashland Woman's Club we were able to offer a
Children's Theater program which was well attended and well received
by the community. We were once again the recipient of a grant from Kids,
Books, and the Arts, through which we were able to invite a storyteller to
perform during our summer reading program.
Our own Clare Robson joined us this year to lead a book discussion
group focused on her book titled "Love in Good Time." Author Kotherine
Towler joined us to discuss her book "Snow Island" and Mary Emma Allen
visited the Library to conduct a writing workshop.
The success of the Library would not be possible without the efforts
of our volunteers. This year our
worked especially hard in organizing
Ashland Town Library. This is a non
that is dedicated to the support of the
is interested in joining the Friends
contact the Ashland Town Library for
volunteers hove





We would like to take this opportunity to welcome Julio Smith to the
Board of Trustees and to extend a special thank you to the staff of the
Ashland Town Library - Sara, Weinberg, Terry Fouts and Noreen Crawford
all of whom give freely of their time and talent to improve the offerings of
the Library. Our thanks go out to all of you.
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ASHLAND JULY 4 CELEBRATION - 2004
Submitted by Mary W, Ruell, Coordinator/Treasurer
Because July 4 was a Sunday in 2004, we held ail the events on Saturday July 3
with great success.
We saw several improvements in 2004, not the least of which was new wiring and
outlets at the Ballpark (paid by July 4 funds), thus eliminating the fumes and noise
produced by separate generators brought in by the concessions.
The evening entertainment continued to feature One-Man Band and MC Art
Harriman and included Jim Gleich, Ashland's new Park and Recreation Director, who







making a total of
the Ashland Woman's Club and the Legion Auxiliary
their high level. Volunteers from the Squam Area
Commerce raised $778 by monitoring three parking
Shurfine doubled their own contribution by
Associated Grocers of New England for a match,
$500. In addition, their customers dropped almost $300
more in a jar at the cash register. Donations from local and area businesses are also
significant and much appreciated.
The Committee invited Lumina Straw, lifetime resident and helper to many, to be
the Grand Marshal of the parade. The Bridges family, marshals of the 2003 parade,
report that they ore doing well in their new location in North Carolina.
We ore especially pleased
members of the Committee, as
always, we appreciate the
Highway and Electric
of the Common Man.
We also thank all who
participated in the "best Fourth of
with the work of the relatively new
well as that of the "old timers". As
assistance of the Police, Fire,
Departments and the generosity




ASHLAND JULY 4 COMMITTEE
FINANCIAL REPORT - 12/31/04














Submitted by Memorial Park Trustees - Marion Merrill, Chair, Mary Ruell
Ernest Hutter, Philip Preston
Once again we can report with pride thiat ttie Ashiland Memorial Parl< hias been
and is a beauty spot in thie tieart ot our town. It is the view by which out town is judged
and the credit
providing the
free of litter and
have provided.
goes to everyone who took a part, large or small, in
funds to develop it and the interest in maintaining it
vandalism. We hope you will all enjoy what you
We ' ^'y'^'^^^^H^ sincerely thank the Ashland Garden Club for
planting and tending the old fountain base and the flagpole
and watering trough areas. It shows their expertise, eye for beauty, and cooperative
spirit by keeping our public areas beautiful.
A problem we will face in the future who used its ugly face this summer when the
lower Squam River was drown down for several weeks while the dam was being
repaired. The dam that forms the ponds that provides the lovely backdrop for the park
has long been kept in repair by L.W. Packard Company, which no longer has a need for
it. They responded to the state's requirements this year by do not foresee doing it again.
Any future owner of the mill property may or may not have an interest, so the Park
Trustees will need to stay on top of future developments and state requirements to make
sure that the pond is maintained.
As you can see by the accompanying financial report, we have received
minimal returns from our invested trust fund and have
doing the absolute minimum for the maintenance of
long ago, the park has been developed and
use of tax funds, and we intend to keep that
most encouraged if someone were to moke a
help us do that; our mailing address is PO Box 320,
been especially frugal in
the park. As we pledged
maintained without the
pledge. We would be
memorial gift that would




BALANCE-JANUARY 1,2004 $ 1,127.32
Interest for year $ 0.65
RECEIPTS
USB Financial Service $ 307.46
A.G. Edwards Trust Fund $ 1,000.00
A.G. Edwards Trust Fund $ 2,000.00
Donations (Use of park)
Ashland Historical Society $ 75.00
Community Council of Ashland $ 25.00
Total $ 3,407.46
Total Available $ 4,535.43
EXPENDITURES
$ 3,285.00
Post office box, postage $ 31.40
Total Expenditures $ 3,316.40
Balance December 31, 2004






GENESIS - 2004 ANNUAL REPORT
Submitted by Michael Coughlin, Executive Director
To the Residents of Ashland:
Genesis Behavioral Health is very grateful to the Town of Ashland for your
2004 appropriation. This funding helped Genesis cover the costs of providing
mental health care to residents of your town who are unable to pay the full cost
of their services.
During Fiscal Year 2004 (ending June 20, 2004), a total of 50 Ashland
residents came to Genesis to find help for their mental health problems. Their
ages break down as follows:
Ages 1 to 17- (18); Ages 18 to 59- (28); Age 60 and over -(4)
Totaling 50
From this total, 1 2 residents did not have the resources to cover the costs
of their services in full. This "charity care" totaled $12, 820. Your appropriation
helped cover a portion of those costs.
Since 1966, Genesis Behavioral Health has provided mental health
services for residents of the Lakes Region. Sen/ices are provided to children in
schools, at home and in special programs designed to help the children practice
the skills they need to improve their lives. Elders may receive services in their
homes, group homes or nursing homes. Our Gatekeeper Program trains
community volunteers to be alert to elders living alone who may need
assistance. The Genesis Community Support Program provides services for adults
living with life-long mental illnesses. Finally, individual therapy for adults and
children can help address issues causing distress as well as provide guidance
towards positive behaviors. Genesis emergency services are available 24 hours
a day, every day of the year.
It's a fact. One out of five Americans will experience some kind of mental
illness every year. Residents seeking mental health care are urged to call Genesis
in Laconia at 524-1 100.
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PEMI-BAKER HOME HEALTH AND HOSPICE
ASHLAND TOWN REPORT - 2004
The Town of Ashland representative on the board is Mary Ruell. Penni-Baker Home
Health and Hospice provides your community with a multitude of services and programs.
Some of the new initiatives during 2004 have been....
• Continuing participation in the Home visiting NH program called "Healthy Mom,
Happy Baby", a collaborative effort with Speare Memorial Hospital
• Foot Care clinic at the Plymouth Senior Center
• "Channel 3: "Your Health Matters" presented 5 programs for local viewing,
including
• Channel 3 - "The Doctor is In" ore tapes provide by Dartmouth Hitchcock and run
every week
• Hospice Volunteer Education Programs and annual training
• Added Quality management position to staff
• Participation in PSU Center Health Forum and Cancer Walk
• Blood Pressure Clinics and information sessions to the Business Professional
Women's Club in Plymouth and the Hebron Women's Club, the Warren Senior
lunch, the Town of Groton at the Library, and the NH Cooperative Annual
Meeting
• Provided immunizations clinics to the Russell School in Rumney, Holderness Central
School, Thornton Elementary School, Plymouth Elementary School and Ashland
Elementary School
• Participation in the Plymouth Regional High School's LNA/LPN program
• The Grafton County Home forum was held at the Grafton County Nursing Home
on September 20. The four home care agencies in Grafton County provided a
luncheon program to state representatives, selectmen, commissioners and
legislative candidates. The program detailed the shortcoming of Medicaid
reimbursement for home care services and was well attended by concerned
government officials
• Wellness Fair- Pemigewasset National Bonk
• Hospice Presentation - Holderness School, Sophomore Class
• 2004 Annual Hospice Tree and Garland lighting ceremonies at Dresser's Unlimited
and Pemigewasset National Bank - West Plymouth
As we continue to be active in the community, we live our mission as a non-profit
organization that is to serve pur member towns and surrounding communities by
providing health care and hospice services to individuals and families in their homes
and in the community. From our patient satisfaction surveys, community support of
our annual campaign and letters of appreciation from patients, we feel confident
we are meeting that mission.
The Town of Ashland's contribution to the Pemi-Baker Home Health and Hospice is
$9 167.00 for 2005
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VOICES AGAINST VIOLENCE
2004 REPORT TO THE TOWN OF ASHLAND
Submitted by Jaye Olmstead, Executive Director
Jo the Voices Against Violence staff, board members, volunteers and supportive community
members:
First of all we'd like to ttiank you for just being there.
Some of us hove stayed with, or returned to, abusive partners because we didn't think we
could make it on our own.
You have shown us different.
You have convinced us that we, and our children, deserve different.
You have helped us to realize that we are not worthless, as we have been conditioned so long
to believe.
Thank you for reminding us that we ore good parents when we were told the opposite for so
long.
Thank you for helping us rediscover our self-esteem or even realize it for the first time.
Thank you for reminding us how to be assertive and protect our boundaries.
Thank you for letting us vent about custodial issues, "the system," etc., whenever we needed
to.
Thank you for providing us with the necessities while we're trying to get back on our feet.
Thank you for helping our children have happy birthdays when we couldn't quite do it
ourselves.
Thank you for helping us obtain things like haircuts and long neglected dental care that helps
us immeasurably to feel better about ourselves.
Thank you for providing fun things to do with our families and even occasional time away from
them.
Thank you for helping us obtain vehicles that go o long way in helping us to regain our
independence.
Thank you for helping us try to find housing and making sure that we have everything we need
when we do find that housing.
Thank you for your kindness, caring and support.
Thank you for all the other things you do that are too numerous to mention.
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Grafton County Senior Citizens Council, Inc. is a private nonprofit organization
that provides programs and services to support the health and well being of our
older citizens. The Council's programs enable elderly individuals to remain
independent in their own homes and communities for as long as possible.
The Council operates eight senior centers in Plymouth, Littleton, Canaan, Lebanon,
Bristol, Orford, Haverhill and Lincoln, the information and assistance program
Grafton County ServiceLink, and also sponsors the Retired and Senior Volunteer
Program of the Upper Valley and White Mountains (RSVP). Through the centers,
ServiceLink and RSVP, older adults and their families take part in a range of
community-based long-term services including home delivered meals, congregate
dining programs, transportation, adult day care, chore/home repair services,
recreational and educational programs, and volunteer opportunities.
During 2004, 101 older residents of Ashland were served by one or more of the
Council's programs offered through the Plymouth Regional Senior Center:
• Older adults from Ashland enjoyed 1 ,879 balanced meals in the company of
fiiends in the Plymouth center's dinmg room.
• They received 2,455 hot, nourishing meals delivered to their homes by caring
volunteers.
• Ashland residents were transported to health care providers or other community
resources on 798 occasions by our hft-equipped buses.
• They received assistance with problems, crises or issues of long-term care
through 171 visits by a trained social worker or contacts with ServiceLink.
• Ashland's elderly citizens also volunteered to put their talents and skills to
work for a better community through 929 hours of volunteer service.
The cost to provide Council services for Ashland residents in 2004 was $35,519.26.
Such services can be critical to elderly individuals who want to remain in their own
homes and out of institutional care in spite of chronic health problems and
increasing physical fi-ailty, saving tax dollars that would otherwise be expended for
nursing home care. They also contribute to a higher quality of life for our older
friends and neighbors. As our population grows older, supportive services such as
those offered by the Coimcil become even more critical.
Grafton County Senior Citizens Council very much appreciates Ashland's support
for our programs that enhance the independence and dignity of older citizens and
enable them to meet the challenges of aging in the security and comfort of their
own communities and homes.
Roberta Bemer, Executive Director
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A United Way Agency providing services to older adults in Grafton County
PEMI-BAKER SOLID WASTE DISTRICT
Submitted by Robert Berti, Chairman PBSWD
The Pemi-Baker Solid Waste District met seven (7) times during 2004. The District
was once again active in household hazardous waste management, fluorescent light
bulb recycling and point recycling. A number of towns (7) initiated the collection of
electronics for recycling as well. The district towns also continued to improve their
cooperative recycling efforts with the Compton/Thornton/Ellsworth, Plymouth and
Rumney facilities serving as processing facilities for a number of the smaller District towns.
Working cooperatively on all of these programs allows individual District towns to save
significant resources of time and money.
With assistance from North Country Council, the District held three (3) one-day
collections events - Littleton and Rumney in the summer and Plymouth in the fall. These
collections resulted in the proper disposal/recycling of over 4000 gallons of material.
Over 350 households participated in this program. The average amount of household
hazardous waste dropped off by each participant increased from 13 gallons in 2003 to
1 6 gallons. The District received $1 1 ,050 in grant funds from the State of NH's Household
Hazardous Waste Program to help offset some of our program costs. In 2005, the District
plans to hold two (2) HHW collections in the spring (Littleton and Thornton) and (1) in the
fall (Plymouth).
In addition to the one-day HHW collections individual District towns continued to
collect leftover/unused household paint. This material is accepted at most facilities April
through September. Our selected contractor sorts the material by color and then
processes it into a recycled paint product for commercial sale. Using this program the
District was able to save $140/box over last years recycling/reuse rate with our HHW
contractor; over 2000 gallons of paint was collected.
The District recycled over 27000 feet of fluorescent light bulbs. These bulbs were
collected at individual transfer stations throughout the year. In the spring and fall pickups
were coordinated with our recycling vendor. Communities recycling electronics
collected over ten (10) tons of material since May. These individual collection programs
followed another successful one-day electronics recycling collection held in April at the
Littleton Transfer Station where over four (4) tons of material was collected for recycling.
In October the District voted to return, in its entirety with accrued interest,
individual members' unspent district appropriations form the years 1987 through 1991.
This money has been serving as the District's capital reserve. Members will receive their
individual shares by the dates they have specified.
Citizens interested in participating in the development of the District's programs
are welcome to attend the District meetings. Information regarding the place and time




Submitted by Patricia Tucker
The Town Clerk's office is open Monday - Friday from 8:00 AM to
4:00 PM, we are open Thursday until 5:00 PM.
We licensed nearly 400 dogs in 2004; we want to thank all the dog
owners for their cooperation with this process. 2005 tags will be available
after the first of the year.
The Town has allocated funds for the post few years that have
enabled us to restore vital record books. This process is continuing as long
OS funds are available. We are working on cataloging permanent record
retention materials.
We are now on the state NHVRIN (New Hampshire Vital Record
Information Network). We are able to issue certified copies of events
even if they did not occur in this town. There ore restrictions that need to
be complied with when applying for documents.
Revenue from Town Clerk - 2004
Motor Vehicle Registrations and Titles
Town Portion of Dog Licenses
State Portion of Dog Licenses (sent to state)
Town Portion of Vital Record Copies
State Portion of Vital Record Copies (sent to state)
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR'S COMMUNICATION OF
REPORTABLE CONDITIONS AND OTHER MATTERS
To the Members of the Board of Selectmen
Town of Ashland
Ashland, New Hampshire
In planning and performing our audit of the Town of Ashland, New Hampshire for the year ended December 31,
2004, we considered the Town's internal control structure in order to determine the scope of our auditing procedures
for the purpose of expressing our opinion on the financial statements. Our review of these systems was not intended
to provide assurance on the internal control structure and should not be relied on for that purpose.
Under the standards established by the American Institute of Certified Public Accoimtants, reportable conditions
involve matters coming to our attention relating to significant deficiencies in the design or operation of the internal
control structure that, in our judgment, could adversely affect the Town's ability to record, process, summarize, and
report financial data consistent with the assertions of management in the financial statements. A material weakness
is a reportable condition in which the design or operation of one or more of the internal control structure elements
does not reduce to a relatively low level the risk that errors or irregularities, in amounts that would be material in
relation to the financial statements being audited, may occur and not be detected within a timely period by
employees in the normal course of performing their assigned fimctions. Our considerafion of the internal control
structure would not necessarily disclose all matters in the intemal control structure that might constitute reportable
conditions and, accordingly, would not necessarily disclose all reportable conditions that are also considered to be
material weaknesses as defined above.
We are pleased by the progress that Town employees have made to re-establish in-house accounting fimctions and to
develop routine monthly procedures to verify the accuracy of those records. Persoimel continue to develop their
individual skills and as a result we are happy to report that oiu' audit disclosed no matters that were considered
material weaknesses as defined above. Minor weaknesses or other considerations coming to our attention were
generally procedural in nature and deah with administrative or record keeping practices. In these instances, we
made specific recommendations or provided instruction to those individuals involved over the course of the fiscal
year or during our audit fieldwork. Areas of opportunity for further consideration include:
Q Continued development of accounting systems - During FY2004, the Town experienced a decline in the
overall quaUty of its financial records due mainly to personnel turnover in a key accounting position.
Fortunately, by year-end a trained accountant was hired to fiU the vacancy and although records were not
completely closed at the time of audit, much has been done to bring the accounting records up to date and
in balance between the various departments and elected officials. Considering past difficulties, the
significant progress that the community has made to improve its fmancial systems and with the growing
complexities of governmental accounting standards, we strongly emphasize the importance for maintaining
the staffing of this position with adequately trained persoimel. As independent auditors, we are happy to
continue to monitor activities and provide support training for accounting persoimel as may be needed
through the coming year.
This report is intended solely for the information and use of management as an aid in improving systems and
procedures. It is not intended for and should not be used for any other purpose.




INDEPENDENTAUDITOR 'S REPORTONFINANCIAL PRESENTATION
To the Members of the Board of Selectmen
Town of Ashland
Ashland, New Hampshire
We have audited the accompanying basic financial statements of the Town of Ashland as of and for the year ended
December 31, 2004, as hsted in the table of contents. These financial statements are the responsibility of management.
Our responsibihty is to express an opinion on these basic financial statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of America.
Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the basic
financial statements are fi-ee of material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence
supporting the amounts and disclosures in the basic financial statements. An audit also includes assessing the
accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall basic
financial statement presentation. We beheve that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.
The basic financial statements referred to above do not include the business-type activities (Enterprise Fxmds), which
should be included in order to conform with generally accepted accounting principles. The Utihty Departments are
audited by other auditors who issue a separate report on those Funds.
In our opinion, except for the effect on the financial statements of the omissions described in the preceding paragraph,
the basic financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of the Town
of Ashland, New Hampshire, as of December 31, 2004, and the results of its operations and the cash flows of its
private-purpose trust fimds for the year then ended in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles.
Our audit was performed for the purpose of forming an opinion on the basic financial statements taken as a whole. The
accompanying schedules hsted in the table of contents are presented for purposes of additional analysis and are not a
required part of the basic financial statements of the Town of Ashland, New Hampshire. Such information has been
subjected to the auditing procedin-es apphed in the audit of the basic financial statements and, in our opinion, is fairly
presented in all material respects in relation to the basic financial statements taken as a whole.




JOHN C. HARDING, C.P.A. 13 Town West Road
WARREN E. BAHR, C.P.A. Suite B-3
Plymouth, NH 03264





We have audited the accompanying financial statements of the Water, Sewer and Electric enterprise
fund of the Town of Ashland, New Hampshire, as of and for the year ended December 31, 2004, as
listed in the table of contents. These financial statements are the responsibility of the Town of Ashland,
New Hampshire and management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial
statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States
of America. These standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance
about whether the financial statements are free of material misstatement. An audit includes examining,
on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. An audit
also includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management,
as well as evaluating the overall financial statement presentation. We believe that our audit provides a
reasonable basis for our opinion.
As discussed in the notes to financial statements, the financial statements present only the Water,
Sewer and Electric enterprise fund, and do not purport to, and do not, present fairly the financial position
of the Town of Ashland, New Hampshire, and the results of its operations and cash flows of its
proprietary fund type in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of
America.
In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, the
financial position of the Water, Sewer and Electric enterprise fund of the Town of Ashland, New
Hampshire, as of December 31, 2004, and the results of its operations and cash flows for the year then
ended in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America.
Our audit was performed for the purpose of forming an opinion on the basic financial statements taken
as a whole. The accompanying combining financial statements listed in the table of contents are
presented for purposes of additional analysis and are not a required part of the enterprise fund financial
statements. Such information has been subjected to the auditing procedures applied in the audit of the
enterprise fund financial statements and, in our opinion, is fairly presented, in all material respects in















To choose all of the following officers for the year ensuing:
(2)
Articles:
To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of twelve thousand dollars
($12,000) to be deposited into the Capital Reserve Fund for the repair of the River Street
Bridge over Squam River. The Board of Selectmen recommends this article. The Budget
Committee does recommend this article. (Majority Vote Required)
YES NO
Article 4:
To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Twelve Thousand Seven
Hundred Dollars ($12,700) for the purchase of two 40-yard open top containers and other
equipment for the transfer/recycling facility. This amount is the equivalent of a refund to
the town that the Pemi Baker Solid Waste District is committed to making in 2005. No
amount to be raised from new taxation from this article. The Board of Selectmen




To see if the Town will adopt the provisions ofRSA 31:95-C to restrict the revenues
from ambulance billing to expenditures for the purpose of the Fire Department apparatus
or equipment when needed. Such revenues and expenditures shall be accounted for in a
special revenue account fund to be known as the Fire Department Apparatus or
Equipment Fund, separate from the general fimd. Any surplus in said fund shall not be
deemed part of the general fimd accumulated surplus and shall be expended only after a
vote by the legislative body to appropriate a specific amount from said fund for a specific
purpose related to the purpose of the fund or source of revenue. Fund is to go into effect
upon passage of this article. The Board of Selectmen recommends this article. The
Budget Committee does recommend this article. (Majority Vote Required)
YES NO ._
Article 6:
To see if the town will authorize the selectmen to enter into a 10 year lease/purchase
agreement to cover the acquisition of a ladder truck for the fire department, and also the
refiirbishing of the remaining fire department fleet through a bid process, and fiirther, to
raise and appropriate a sum not to exceed $ 62,886.27 to make payment during the first
year of the lease. The agreement would require an annual appropriation of approximately
$ 62,886.27 for the next nine years for a total expenditure of approximately $628,862.70,
this figure includes interest. This lease does have a non-appropriations clause. The Board
of Selectmen recommends this article. The Budget Committee does recommend this
article. (Majority Vote Required)
YES NO
Article 7:
Shall the Town of Ashland raise and appropriate as an operating budget not including
appropriations by special warrant articles and other appropriations voted separately, the
amount set forth on the budget posted with the warrant or as amended by vote on the first
session, for the purposes set forth therein, totaling $5,283,697.00. Should this article be
defeated, the operating budget shall be $6,557,178.00, which is the same as last year.
with certain adjustments required by previous action of the Town ofAshland or by law;
the governing body may hold one special meeting, in accordance with RSA 40: 13 X and
XVI to take up the issue of a revised operating budget only. The Board of Selectmen




To see if the town will vote to authorize the prepayment of property taxes and authorize




Shall the elderly exemptions from property tax in the Town of Ashland, based on
assessed value, for qualified taxpayers, to be as follows: For a person 65 years of age up
to 75 years $30,000.00; for a person 75 years of age up to 80 years of age $40,000.00; for
a person 80 years or older $50,000.00. To qualify, the person must have been a New
Hampshire resident for at least five years, ovm the real estate individually or jointly, or if
the real estate is owned by such person's spouse, they must have been married for at least
five years. In addition, the taxpayer must have a net income of not more than $20,000.00
or, if married, a combined net income of not more than $30,000.00; and own net assets of
not in excess of $60,000.00 excluding the value of the persons residence. The Board of
Selectmen recommends this article. (Majority Vote Required)
YES NO
Article 10:
To see if the town will vote to accept the reports of its Boards, Commissions,
Committees, and Officers for the year of 2004 subject to corrections of errors when and if
foimd. (Majority Vote Required)
YES NO
Article 11:
To see if the Town of Ashland wishes to amend the existing agreement under Section 218
of the Social Security Act by excluding the services performed by election workers for a
calendar year in which the remuneration paid for such service is less than $1,200.00. The
$1,200.00 limit on the excludable amount of remuneration paid in a calendar year for the
services specified in this modification will be subject to adjustment for calendar years
after 2005 to reflect changes in wages in the economy without any further modification of
the agreement, with respect to such services performed during such calendar years, in
accordance with Section 218 ( c ) ( 8 ) ( B ) of the Social Security Act. The Board of
Selectmen recommends this article. (Majority Vote Required)
YES NO
i'S-r
i BUDGET OF THE TOWN/CITY
OF: ASHLAND
BUDGET FORM FOR TOWNS WHICH HAVE ADOPTED
THE PROVISIONS OF RSA 32:14 THROUGH 32:24
/
;ppropr*iatlons and Estimates of Revenue for the Ensuing Year January 1. 20n5to December 31, 2Iin5_
or Fiscal Year From ^to
IMPORTANT:
Please read RSA 32:5 applicable to all municipalKles.
1
.
Use this form to list the entire budget in the appropriate recommended and not recommended area.
This means the operating budget and all special and individual warrant articles nnust be posted
2. Hold at least one public hearing on this budget.
3. When completed, a copy of the budget must be posted with the warrant. Another copy must be
placed on file with the town clerk, aad a copy sent to the Department of Revenue Administration
at the address below.
Fhis is to certify tiiat tills budget was posted with the warrant on the (date) /^ S 7"SZ> ^^ -Si 0-5.
BUDGET COMMITTEE
..Ml
Please sign in inli.
-*-OU^<^ "^
ssggaa,.^-.
^kJA. : . r^^yX^^^^
-5^
THIS BUDGET SHALL BE POSTED WITH THE TOWN WARRANT
FOR DRA USE ONLY
NH DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
COMMUNITY SERVICES DIVISION
MUNICIPAL FINANCE BUREAU
















































































































INTERFUND OPERATING TRANSFERS IN cent

STATE AND FEDERAL REPRESENTATIVES




































1-Jan Fiscal Year Begins
5-Feb Deliberative Session of 2005 Town Meeting
Ashland School Gymnasium - 1 PM
9-Feb Deliberative Session of 2005 Pemi-Baker School District Meeting
Plymouth Regional High School - 6:30 PM
10-Mar Ashland School District Meeting
Ashland School Gymnasium - 7 PM
8-Mar SB2 Official Balloting/Town and School Officers Election
Ashland School Gymnasium 9PM to 7PM
1-Apr All real property assessed to owner
1 5-Apr Last day to file for religious, educational and charitable
organizations to file annual list of all exempt property with
assessing officials. Refusal to file may be grounds for denial.
1 5-Apr Last day to file "Report of Cut" for 2002-2003 year
1 5-Apr Last day to file Current Use Application for 2004 year
30-Apr 2004 Dog Tags Expire - Renew with Town Clerk
1 -Jul First Issue 2005 Tax Bill due
1-Aug Deadline for Elderly Exemption Application










'Subject to change with notice
First/Third Monday of the Month
7 PM - Ashland School Library
First Tuesday of the Month
7PM - Ashland School Cafeteria
Meetings Scheduled as Needed
Posted in Post Office and Town Office
First Wednesday of the Month
7PM - Ashland Town Hall
Called as needed
Posted in Post Office and Town Office
Called as needed
Posted in Post Office and Town Office
Second and Fourth Tuesday of the Month
10 AM -Utility Office
First and Third Thursday of the Month
9AM - Utility Office
